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ARISTOI'LE (An Int~oduction)* 

by 
Jacob Klein 

Many, many years ago, I attended a series of lectures on 

Aristotle 1 s philosophy. The lecturer began his exposition as follows: 

"As regards Aristotle himself, as regards the circumstances and the 

course of his life, suffice it to say: Aristotle was born, spent his 

life in philosophizing, and died"• This beginning seemed to me !~ 

most appropriate: for Aristotle means to us, indeed, nothing but what 

we know of him, or fancy we know of him, as of a man engaged in that 

extrav@gant enterprise which, since Pythagoras (aecording to the tradi

tion), has borne the name of "Philosophy". There is a difficulty, 

though. Whenever we try to understand what Aristotle is saying, we 

st11GD.ble upon something that we simply cannot ignore, and that is that 

his words bring up the words of another man who was his teacher and 

bore the name of Plato. There is no alternative: we have to face that 

peculiar circumstance in Aristotle's life. 

It is pretty certain that, at the age of 17 or 18, Aristotle 

joined the community founded by Plato outs~de the walls of Athens and 

called (from i t s geographical location) the Academy. He stayed there 

until Flato died, that is, for about 20 years (367 • 347). In the 

following 13 years he taught ~or a while in Asia Minor and was invited 

to tutor a young Macedonian prince who later became lmown as Alexander 

the Great. In 334 he returned to Athens and established, again outside 

the walls of the city, a spot of leisure, that is of study, called the 

LycetlDl. Not being a citizen of Athens, he could not own this place. 

He mer ely t aught there. About a year before he died, it pleased the 
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city of Athens to accuse him of impiety, that is, of undermining the 

city's life. Aristotle decided to leave Attica rather than stand trial. 

He is supposed to have said on that occasion that he did not want the 

Athenians to commit a crime against Philosophy for the second time. 

!!El£ (with approximate dates) 

Born in Stagira Academy Abroad Lyceum Death 
(Thrace) 

384 367 - 347 347 - 334 334 - 323 322 
'--· -----;----' '----,,.---·' ·- --y---' 

20 13 11 

Now, if we look at what is known as The Works of Aristotle, we 

cannot help being amazed by both their bulk and their diversity. These 

works have come down to us in nearly the same condition in which they 

were edited by Andronicus of Rhodes in the first century B. c. There 

are all kinds of stories concerning the way they came to be edited. I 

shall omit them. We do know, at any rate, that this edition did not 

contain a series of other works attributed to Aristotle and not avail-

able to-day, except for the book entitled "The Athenian Constitution" 

the text of which was found in 1880. Above all, that edition did not 

contain - and was not supposed to contain - a series of genuine works 

Of l:ristotle, Dialogues, Epistles, and also compositions in verse, 

already published and well known in antiquity. We possess only a few 

fragments of them. As to the body of Aristotelian works available to 

us, it consists, beyond any doubt, of some of the material directly re-

lated to the lecturing and studying which went on at the Lyceum and 

presumably also at other places where Aristotle taught. Parts of that 

material are lectures or treatises composed with great care; but other 

parts are more or less loosely conjoined treatments of topical themes, 



notes, perhaps mer~ abstracts from, or comments on, more original 

compositions. There are, on the one hand, different and sometimes 

irreconcilable versions of one and the same theme, and, on the other 

hand, identical passages re-occurring in different contexts. 

You have a sheet detailing the body of Aristotelian Teaching as 

it has come down to us since its publication by Andronicus of Rhodes. 

(Some of the listed works are of doubtful authenticity ••• ; some are in

complete ••• ) It seems not unimportant to note that all these writings, 

the listed ones as well as the lost ones, can hardly have been produced 

in the 11 years of the Lyceum period, during which short period, inci

dentally, Alexander succeeded in conquering a world. The writings con

cerning the classification, the physiology and anatomy of animals alone 

must have required many, many years of study and observation on the 

part of quite a few people. It is even doubtful whether the tremendous 

effort to which the extant Aristotelian writings as well as the titles 

of the lost ones testify can be thought of as confined within the limits 

of the 24 year period between 347 and 323. It seems more reasonable to 

conceive of that effort as having begun in the Academy period, long 

before Plato's death. We have indeed, some evidence to that effect. 

It is undeniable, furthermore, that Aristotle and those who assisted 

him in his work utilized studies made before Plnto's days. But it is 

still true that everything we read in that collcctio n of Aristotelian 

writings bears an unmistakable stamp: the language and the peculiar 

terms in which it is written. lfuB.tever the degree of incoherence or 

coherence in the body of Aristotelian writings, their language has always 

the same characteristic mould. And, what is more, the shadow of Plato 

is always perceivable in them. 



As you undoubtedly know, classical scholarship, in the last 150 

years, has concentrated on the task of finding the correct chrono

logical sequence of the Platonic dialogues. This task has indeed been 

brought to a more or less successful end. Let us not forget, however: 

it is one thing to establish the chronological order of the dialogues 

and quite another to understand what they are about, what they repre• 

sent, what they say and do not say, and why they do so. To interpret 

the chronology of the dialogues as mirroring the development of Plato's 

own thinking - even under the assumption that such a development did 

actually occur - is a sign of considerable naivete or of no less 

considerable rashness. More recently, the attempt has been made to 

construetthc development of Aristotle's thinking and to distinguish a 

so-called "Platonic period" in Aristotle's life from a post-Platonic 

and finally an anti-Platonic phase. Granted that !1ristotle's thinking 

must have had a history, granted that what we call his philosophy did 

not spring out of him as Pallas il.thena did out of Zeus' forehead, the 

evidence presented by his work, fragments and all, is far from suf

ficient for establishing and delineating with any degree of accuracy 

such stages of his thought. 

Two things, however, are overwhelmingly clear: 1) the basic 

postulates of I ristotle's thinking are to be found in what we conceive 

to be Platonic - and Socratic - philosophizing; 2) there is an unshak

able unwillingness on Aristotle's part to follow Plato's lead in cer

tain crucial respects. It is safe to say, I think, that fristotle's 

relation to Plato is a supreme example of the true pupil-teacher re

lationship: the pupil's unswerving loyalty to his teacher manifests 

itself in the pupil's commitment to Truth, even if that commitment 

makes the pupil reject the teacher's teaching. Let us hear Aristotle 
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himself on that subject. About to begin an investigation into what 

is meant when people talk about "The Good", Aristotle remarks that 

such an investigation is ''distasteful" to him because it involves 

"men dear to him" ( qdA.o t. a vbp E g who introduced the doctrine of 

"ideas" (i;?x €Lbfl ), that is - to use the Latin term - the doctrine 

of "species", or - to use the equivalent English term - the doctrine 

of "looks". These men are Plato and his followers. Aristotle goes 

on to say: "But - for those pursuing philosophy, at least - it would 

seem that it is probably better and, to safeguard the truth, even 

necessary to go against the grain; for, beth one's friends~ the 

truth,, being dear to one, it is right and proper to give greater 

honour to truth". The companions in the .Academy called themselves 

"friends" (cp O.o 1. ) • In an Elegy, a fragment of which has been pre-

served, Aristotle speaks of an altar dedicated to "holy Friendship" 

and unmistakably refers to Plato (without naming him) as to a "man 

whom even to praise bad men have no right". Let us, then, keep in 

mind this exam.plary relation of Aristotle, the pupil, to Plato, the 

teacher, in trying to understand Aristotle's own way. 

II 

It would be ridiculous, you will agree, to try to encompass, in 

a lecture like this one, the sum total of Aristotle's philosophy. All 

I can do is to point to • I should rather say, to hint at • some of 

the fundamental features of this vast edifice. Let me first put up 

a somewhat simplified table of .Aristotle's main themes indicated by 

the following terms: 
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cpt10'LG (nature) -t:w~ (life) 

(soul) -vou<; ( •••• ) cxv9pwn:o~ - 'tl!XVf} •. A.dyoG. 
(man) (art) ( •••• ) 

'td( L {; (order) -xcfoµo<; {world) i 

None of these terms is specifically "Aristotelian". They are Greek 

words commonly used in a somewhat confused and ambiguous way. In 

Aristotle they acquire - to a large degree - an uncommon and unambig-

uous significance. Let us look at them. 

Unavoidably, we have to begin with A.dyo£ • The principal and 
rt/ 

inext±guishable meaning of this word is speech. We mean by speech 

( - you, and I, and everybody - ) a sequence of sounds uttered by 

somebody in such a way as to be understandable to others. The verb 

"to understand" refers primarily - if not uniquely - to speech. Hear-

ing somebody speak, we may say: I understand what you are saying, We 

may, in fact, misunderstand, but even misunderstanding involves under-

standing. But ~ do we understand in hearing somebody speak? Not 

the sounds by themselves, the audible and articulated, low and high 

pitched noises issuing from somebody's mouth (or some machine, for 

that matter). We hear these noises. But hearing is not understan• 

dl.ng. That's why we do not understand speech in a foreign tongue. In 

a manner which, itself, is hardly or not at all understandable, the 

sounds carry with them - or embody - or represent - something else, 

precisely that which makes us understand, whenever we understand. 

This source and target of our understanding consists of units, to 

which single "words" correspond, as well as of combinations of those 

units, to which whole sequences of "words" correspond. The speaker 

and the hearer share - or, at least, intend to share - the understand-

ing of those units and of those combinations of units. The speaker 

transposes what he ~ into sounding words and the hearer who under-



stands reverses that process in reaching back to the intended meaning. 

The intenc1.ed meaning is what the Greeks call "Ch VOf}"tdV, its single 

units are theVOf}"tcf (VOTJ"Cc.5Vbeing a verbal adjective Of VOELV ). 

Speech and Understanding are inseparable. Aoyor;, .neans inseparably 

both: speech and that which can be and is being understood,!!! speech. 

It is in man "nd through~ (~v8pwn:OG ) thnt>-.~o; manifests itself 

conspicuously, so much so that Aristotle is able to say: .man is a 

living being possessing speech, and that means possessing the ability 

to ~ders~ the spoken word ( ~cpov >-.oyov exov). 

But what does speech "bespeak"? The answer is: everything man 

is familiar with - the sky and the earth, the rivers and the sea, the 

living beings around him, on land, in water, in the air - the things 

he himself builds and produces as well ~s the tools and appurtenances 

that his arts and skills require to produce those things • and further

more the lmowledge that guides his arts and skills, not only to satisfy 

his most elementary needs but also to establish customs and institu

tions in which his life flows from generation to generation, in m:i.sery 

or happiness, in friendship or enmity, in praise or bla111e, and to which 

customs and institutions he is attached beyond his most pressing wants. 

That's what his speech and his understanding are mostly about. 

I just said: n ••• are ~"· tfuat a loose way of speakingJ 

Speech and the understanding that goes into it and can be gotten out 

of it are not just "about" something. To be sure, we can choose a 

theme and talk about it, circumscribe it, beat about the bush. But 

what we say, however circuitously or confusedly or loosely, is said in 

words and sentences each of which conveys immediate meaning. The ~ 

cannot help moving in the medium of the immediately understandable. 

To be sure, words and sentences can be involuntarily or deliberately 
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ambiguous. But they can be that only because they carry with them 

several distinct meanings which, separately, are clearly understood. 

To be sure, speech can be obscure. But it can be obscure only because 

the clarity of some of its parts impinges or seems to impinge upon the 

clarity of others. 

Speech, then, presents to the understanding of the listener what 

the speaker himself understands. It presents to the listener nothing 

but combinations of ~1l!tcf • In doing that, however, speech "bespeaks" 

all the things and all the properties of things that abound around us, 

all the special circumstances and situations in which we find ourselves. 

The question arises: do the \IOf}'t"d presented to us in speech stem 

from the speaker, whoever he might be, or do they stem from the things 

and circumstances spoken of? Does not any human speech translate the 

language of the things themselves? 

Let me turn for a moment to the way the things around us are 

referred to in more recent times, in the 17th century. In Galileo's 

words: "The ~ of Nature is written in mathematical characters". 

Descartes: "The science contained in the great boo15 of the world". 

Harvey: "The ~ of Nature lies open before us ~nd can be easily 

consulted". The phrase "book of Nature" is a metaphor, to be sure, but 

why was this metaphor chosen by so many authors? Is it not because 

Nature is here understood as something that can be read, read like a 

book, provided we know how to read it? What have we been doing ever 

since but reading and decoding the book of Nature? But does not that 

indeed imply a language which is nature's own? Francis Bacon was of 

the opinion that Nature is subtly secretive, full of riddles, Sphinx

like. But secrets can be revealed, riddles can be solved - in words. 

We persist, as you can read every day, in solving the "riddles of 
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nature". In ancient times, the language of all that exists around us 

is taken mudh more directly (I was about to say: in a much more 

literal sense) as a spoken language, a language not written, yet vis-

ible, and if not visible, one to be guessed at. Human speech seems 

indeed to translate that visible or invisible language of things into 

the audible language of words. find just as the sound of human .speech 

can be traced down to its ultimate components to which the letters of 

the alphabet correspond, things around us can be de-composed into 

their first rudinents, the "elements", the original letters of the 

language of things, as it were. Our speech, even our unguarded 

colloquial way of speakinc, may reveal to the attentive listener the 

hidden articulations of the language of things, Aristotle • no less 

than Plato - is always bent on fallowing- up casually spoken words. 

No doubt, speech can deliberately deceive us, distort and falsify 

the truth of thingso The fireworks of the Sophists, for example, -

and there are always sophists around - make things anq relations of 

things assume a most unexpected, dazzling and puzzling aspect: things 

suddenly apoear not to be what they are. But who is doing the lying -

if it be lying -, the sophists or the things themselves? A critique 

of speecht a critical inquisition into speaking and arguing has to be 

undertaken - as it was undertaken by Parmenides - by Prodicus - by 

Plato - by Aristotle. The result of this critique can be stated as 

follows: to speak does not always mean to make thinfS appear in their 

true light. For Aristotle, only one kind of speech, ~;,>,,&yob ~nocpa'\!
't (.X"b' 

the declaratory and revealing speecht translates or interprets the 

language of things. To be able to use this kind of speech requires a 

discipl!!.1..!:., the discipline of the >..dyoG • Everywhere in Aristotle's 

work one senses, to the annoyance of some and to the delight of others, 
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the effectiveness of that discipline, the effectiveness of what we call 

the "Logic" of Aristotle. 

It is this emphasis on the >..dyo£, the A.dyo£ &'ltocpa v-r t xd~, 

which made Aristotle the great teacher through the centuries. But in 

this respect he is as much a ·pupil·· as a teacher. We have a 

significant passage in Plato's work which indicates that rather clear-

ly. I mean the passare in the f~ where Plato makes Socrates meet 

Cebes' crucial objection concerning the deathlessness of the soul, 

Here, Socrates, after - silently - looking back into himself for quite 

a while, reaches - in speaking - far back into his own youth. He 

wanted very much, he reports, to find out, with regard to any single 

thing or occurrence, what was responsible for its coming into being, 

its passing away, its being the way it was. But he could not find any 

satisfactory answers. Nor could he learn thera from anybody else, not 

even from the great Anaxagoras. He had to abanc1on the way in which 

questions like the ones he was asking were dealt with in the various 

versions of the "inquiry into nature" or the "story of nature" ('JtEp\ 

cpl!crnwi; ten op 'a ) • He decided to embark upon a different journey, 

his second journey, his "next best try" ( bet5-rEpoi; TIA.oui; i'Jt\ 't~V 

't~G a l-i; fob ~ rf'tflO't.V). This is the presentation he makes of his new 

endeavor. 

By looking directly at whatever presents itself in our familiar 

world, at things and their properties, at human affa irs ancl. actions, 

we run the risk of being blinded as people do who observe the sun 

during an eclipse if they do not l ook at its image on some w0tery 

surface. That nmy well have happened to those investigators of nature. 

To avoicl. being "blinded", Socrates thought he had to "take r efuge in 

spoken words" ( € (£ 'tO~ £ A.dyou i; xa-racpuydVL~~ in exchanging questions 

and answers with himself and wi th others, and in ~ search for the 
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truth of thinr s • 

What Socrates implies is that the reasons for things being as 

they are and the truth about those thinfs are to be found in the spoken 

- or, for that matter; ~ilcnt - words and the \IOfJ'td they embody. 

That is not to say, Socrates warns, that the example of the sun, which 

can only be looked at through its image, is applicable here: if one 

compares a man who investigates things in words with one who investi-

gates them directly, the former can hardly be said to be more con-

cernecl with images than the latter. On the contrary, we surmise, it 

is the former who sees things as mere images or copies of genuine 

originals, ~a~ely of the VOfJ'td revealed to us in speech, in spite of 

the widespread opinion that "mere" words and their meanings at best 

mirror and usually do nothing but distort what we call "reality". 

"Reality" is an anglicized queer Latin term, the more adequate, if 

barbaric, English translation of which is "thinghood"• 

It is safe to say, I think, that in one respect at least, - . 

Aristotelian philosophy consists in the execution of that Socratic 

program. It is in speech, in searching for and finding adequate words, 

that the A.~yo{; of things, the A.dyoG of nature ( cpuO't{; ) becomes 

audible and capable of being understood. That's what constitutes the 

characteristic mould of Aristotelian language I referred to earlier. 

It is an unfortumite, if perhaps not surprising, historical accident 

that Aristotle's vocabulary acquired immeasurable weight and a fetish-

like character in its Latin rendering perpetuated in almost all modern 

tongues. It is perhaps no exaggeration to state that something like 

three quarters of all existing scientific and philosophic terminology 

is either determined by Aristotle's latinized vocabulary or .can be 

traced back to it. Quite a few ti.mes in the past a revulsion against 
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that gibberish set in, We witness some of it to-day, But the impact 

of .Aristotelian terms endures: our corimon daily language bears 

witness to that .• 

On the other hand, Aristotle's execution of the Socratic program 

entails at least five interrelated modifications of some of the crucial 

Socratic-Platonic postulates, In trying to speak about this other 

aspect of Aristotelian philosophy, I shall have to consider some of the 

other terms in the table I put up .• 

Ill 

Socrates, in the Phaedo decided, as he said, to take refuge in 

spoken worc1s in order to fi~1d that m ich is responsible for any single 

thing or occurrence coming into being, passing away, being the way it 

is, The phrase 0 to be responsible for•••" describes the at'tta 

character of the '\>Of"J'tcf presented to our understanding in speech, 

Aristotle firmly holds to this view, The V'OT)'tcf are the £ rt:if) , the 

species, the invisible looks, on which the existence of things depends, 

They provide us with true answers to the question: why do things come 

into being, why do they pass away, why are they as they are, But the 

way of their having that responsibility is, according to Aristotle, not 

made sufficiently clear by Plato and those who follow Plato. In what 

sense has a VOfl'tdv, an € t bOG being? What docs it mean to assert 

that a VOfl'tdV 1 an € rboG 11is11 ? The Socratic w 2 y of questioning per-

sists. But Aristotle's answer brings the first decisive modification 

of the Socratic-Platonic view. Wh'1 t Aristotle has to say about his 

controversy concer ning the objects of mathematical sciences is also 

applicable to his controversy concerning the E: Lb~ : "The dispute 

will not deny thnt they ~ but will be about the manner of their 

, ' - 7 , ' ' - ' \. being" ( oµ n:cp L i;ou € L va 1., a}.,,)\a nep 1. 't'OU 'tp01t?O.A The l)hrase 
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"manner of being" will be gradually clarified, I hope, as I proceed 

with this lecture. 

The manner of being of an e {cob is that it is al together "at 

work" (the Greek neuter adjective is ~vepydv), that is: ~work £.!ght 

~.2!· Its being can, therefore, be characterized as Jvf!pyE La. It is 

not certain whether Aristotle coined this term. But whether he did or 

not, it belongs to him as intimately as our skin belongs to our body. 

The being-at-work of an £ ro0£makes it responsible for the work done. 

How it is done, what that responsibility entails, is a complex matter. - . 

For the work of the £ tbob is not done by the Et~6~1:he way our hnnds, 

for example, do their work (although Aristotle, on one occasion, 

compares the functioning of the soul to that of a hand). I shall have 

to come back to that point after a while. What is most noteworthy 

about "being-at-work'' is that there has to be something else, that 

namely which is being worked on. This other something has to be 

capable of being worked on, that is to say, its character must be that 

of a suitable material, as wood or timber is suitable material for the 

work a carpenter has to perform. The chara~eristic name of that 

suitable mat erial is uA.ti (actually derived from the Greek word for 

"wood"). Its manner of beinr: consists in nothing but in its ability 

to play that role. Its manner of beinr is ot!vaµ Lb • Nothing, I re

peat, nothing is ~"-fl except in relation to work it is subjected to, 

that is, in relation to an ~vtpyE La. Wood is wood. Bricks are 

bricks. Iron is iron. Wood can be called a material only with regard 

to some operntion to be performed on it, an operation that woulcl tranl!-

form it, say, into a table-. 

'Where do we get an inkling of the work involving£ rcob and ~"-ti 

and their respective manners of being? The Aristotelian answer is: 

in the conspicuous phenomenon of generation~ of y~VE<1L~of "coming to 
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be"• I mean the phenomenon, ever present before our eyes, of produc

tion and re-production, of generation and re-generation. Men generate 

men, cats generate cats, birds generate birds, fishes generate fishes; 

there are always young ones playing about; and this quite independently 

of any possible evolution stretched out over an exceedingly lonr period 

of time. Flowers and grass appear in the Sprinr, disappear in the 

Winter, only to reappear the next Spring; trees bud, then blossom and 

grow fruit, and fruit produces seeds, and seeds grow again into plants; 

every morning the stm. rises, every year Spring is born anew; and even 

moisture con0enses into clouds which in turn produce water apain. 

That's what the word ylve0'1.~ implies: it means both coming.!.£ E!!. an<l 

becoming; the thinr,s which are fener~ted are all things !£ rn· 
The old myths tell this story over and over ~gain. In fact, 

genesis is the very soul of any myth. To understand the world the 

story of its genesis has to be told. To understand the gods the story 

of their genesis has to be told. Cosmogony and Theogony are the primary 

subjects of any myth. To understand properly any event in human life, 

or the character of a people, or a city, this event and this character 

has always to be related, it seems, to its mythical oririns. To tell 

the myth of something means to tell how this something came to be. 

An enterprise of this kind does not make much sense unless one relates 

everything ultimately to beginnings which make any genesis possible. 

These are precisely the mythical origins. They contain, of necessity, 

these two elements: the Male and the Female. And however distant 

the sobriety of Aristotle is from the exuberance of those ancient tales, 

still the same aspect of the world as a chain or as cycles of reneration 

dominates his thought. 

One great and prime exar.iple of generation is the generation of 

livint- beings, of animals. 1i.ristotle does not assume that all 
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generation requires the separate existence of the male and the female; 

he !mows that i11 some cases it is very difficult to attribute the role 

of the male or of the female to any part 0f the generating process. 

But on the whole, the male and the female are distinct. This, then, 

is how Aristotle describes the process of' reneration in those cases 

in which he thinks that the male animal emits semen. 

''!tlther the male .!!£!: the female emits seI:Ien £!!to~~~' but 

they both dep0sit together what they have to contribute .!!! ~ female, 

because in the female there is the material (~X.fl ) out of llhich that 

which is beinr- fashioned is maO.e" • (Aristotle uses the word 

01')µ1.oupyotfµevov , which means that which is worked on by an arti-

san, a craftsmen, a ~f)µt.oupydb ) "• •• Hence, of necessity, it is 

in the female that parturition takes place. For the carpenter is close 

by his wood and the potter close by his clay, and, in general, the 

working on the material and the last motion which acts upon it is 

close by the material; for instnnce, housebuilding takes place at the 

houses which are beiilf built. These instances may help us to under-

stanc how the male makes its contribution to generation; f or not every 

male einits semen, ano in the case of those which do, this semen is not 

a part of the embryo as it develops. In the same way, nothinr passes 

from the carpenter into the pieces of wood which are his material, and 

there is no part of the art of carpentry present in the object which 

is being fashioned; it is the visible shape and the f 0rm (~ µ.opq>lf xa\ 

't~ er bO£ )which pass from the carpenter and which come to be in 

the material by means of the movement that fh i::; carpenter execates. 

It is his soul, wherein is the form (i;b etbo£), and his knowledge 

which move his hands or some -0ther part of his body in a particular 

way (different ways for different products and always the same way for 
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any one product); his hands move his tools, and his tools move the 

material (~X.fl ). ~ ~ }!!milar way, Nature, acting in the male of 

semen-emitting animals, uses this semen as a tool, as something that, 

by virtt1e of being !!!, .!!£!:! ( 'VEpye t~ ), has movement; just as when 
art, the tools are in movement because the movement which belongs to 
objects are being produced by any art is, in a way, in them"• 

The embryology implied in this passage as well as throughout 

J~ristotle's work is faulty. We know much more about the mechanism of 

fertilization than he could have possibly knO't.ll• (We should not forget, 

though, how incomplete this our knowledge is.) But there are elements 

in this description which are quite inaependent of any embryology. 

Let me first restate what I have just quoted in a more technical way. 

The material factor o;f generation is represented by what the female 

contributes to the embryo. It is the ~hfl • The motion which works on 

that material is the motion of the semen that is emitted by the male 

animal, and its semen corresponds to the caroenter's tools. But what, 

in generation, corresponds to the table that the carpenter, as we say, 

hns in mind, and furthermore, to the purpose that determines the 

looks of the table? It is Nature, qn.fo· LS, on which the motions of 

the male animal and of its semen ultimately depend. It is cpt!crt.c; 

which provokes in the living being the urge to generate:epws, desire, 

overpowers the living being. And that is how life ( l'.;w1'f) is perpetu-

ated for ever. 

This process shows the double aspect of what we call Nature, 

cp\!a LS (which term is derived from the verb q>'1w meaning beget, en• 

.I 'I u'\ gender, generate): cpu~qnust be under.stood as £t.l:>oc; ~as U/\fl • 

It shares in both, in ~vf!pye La~ l>'5vaµt.G • But it is of utmost 

importance to Aristotle - and to us who are trying to understand 

Aristotle's thought - that ! v~pyE La (and, therefore, any s t~o~) 
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outweighs its correla'ie bt1vaµq;(and, therefore, any u"-11> in sig-

nificance, in rank, in manner of being. Aristotl.e devotes an entire 

book (Book 0 of the Metaphysics) ahowin·g the "priority" of !vtpye La 

over l)\1vaµ t.b. The famous clich~ question: what comes first, the 

chicken or the egg? is no puzzle to Aristotle. The chicken - I should 

say more precisely, the rooster - very definitely comes first. But 

this "coming first" has nothing to do with any sequence of time. 

"Coming first" means to be 11first" in weight, in dignity, in efficacy, 

- in the ladder and order of being. We shall see in a moment what 

ultiniate consequences Aristotle derives from this priority. 

Aristotle's emphasis on generation carries with it the second 

decisive modification of the Socratic-Platonic view. 
'I 

The £ t.bo~ is 

perpetually "at work", is perpetually lv£pyS'Cf , without ever under-

going any change. It is efficacious _!!! the ever changing bodies of 

living beings, as it is effective in the motions of celestial bodies 

and also - but only analogously so - in the customs and institutions 

of men. No need, therefore, to assign to the e; rof) a "separate" 

existence, no need to characterize their manner of being as one of 

"separation''()(wp t.CJµds ). Their purity and eternity is not affected 

by all the changes they are responsible fer. There is no need to 

duplicate the world. The things around us ~' each one of those 

i . , l . • ' th ngs has "being", has OUO' a, is an C>O<J a. But each thing derives 

its being, its ofla(a , from the ~vtpye Let of its £ {bo~ • Each thing 
as 

has being only inasmuch/it is the manifestation of the ~vlpye; t.a of 
., 

its E \.OOG • I am because I am "man". The cat that belongs to Mrs • 

Brown is because it is "£!!.!"• The tiger who, this year, April first, 

ate a man in India, is because he is "tiJ?er".. Much more important 

than the ~"-11' out of which I and the cat and the tiger are built, is, 
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in each case, the e{bo~ that determines the growth of our bodies, 

that holds the body together as a unit, that makes us act the way we 

do. The priority of Jvipye La over b\fvaµ LG manifests itself con-

spicuously in the preponderance of what is 0 at work" over what is 

being worked on, in the preponderance which, in the ways of Nature, 

., u 
the e LOO{; has over the t>~T}. And let us not forget: it is the very 

e tt>oc;; presented to our understanding in speech, - -r:b e {cob i:b 

• 

IV 

If the world need not t 1-,us be duplicated, there is indeed another 

duplication, an unavoidable one, which - ultimately perhaps - threatens 

the integrity of /lristotle' s philosophizing, - the bifurcation of the 

direction in which the £ {boC- "works". For it is remarkablet most 
., 

remarkable, I should say, that the role of the £ t.ooc;; in the process 

of generation is repeated in the process of understanding. The same 

'1 e L bOG which presides over the generation, the growth and the suste: ... 

nanee of living beings makes us ill~ this !!eneration, growth and 

sustenance. We, men, - and apparently in varying degrees all living 

beings - are able to perceive what is around us. We have the capacity, 

the ability, the faculty, the power, the bdvaµ t.G, of receiving in

formation (as we say in typical Aristotelian fashion) about so much 

that surrounds us. Leaving aside our cousins, the animals, we men see 

and hear and sraell and taste and perceive by touch and furthermore 

understand and lmow quite a few things. That which makes us perceive 

and understand are ultinately the sll>TJ • Each of us as a µerce:lr 

ving and understanding beinp- is said to have a soul ( 1'>\)X11 ) , the 

function - the proper work - the af!(f:IJ of which is not only to sustain 

our life but also to enable us to sense and to understand beyond what 
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is necessary for our living. The ability to sense, that is the ability 

to be affected bodily by bodies around us, is called the power of 
') 

ala9dvecr0aL (or 'tb a\.0'8fJ'tLxc1v), the ability to be affected by the 

VOT}'tcf is called the power of voetv (or A \IOUG). With respect to 

what we perceive and ttnderstand, with respect to the a L0'9fl"td and 

, these powers have a manner of being similar to the manner 
., 

of being the material, the u"-ri , of a thing has with respect to the 
., 

E l.bO~ , the species, the invisible looks of that thing. 

Let me try to describe these ~owers by avoiding all latter-day 

philosophical jargon. Consider • and reflect upon - the phenomena of 

sensing and understanding with which we are all familiar. Put aside 

the picture of something, as we say, uin" us that we call "mind", -

a sort of closed container or box. What characterizes us inasmuch as 

we are able to perceive and to understand is our being awake. The 

state of wakefulness ( lypt1yopa q; ) has its degrees, as we all lmow. 

We can be drowsy and half-asleep. ·we can be inattentive to what goes 

on around us. But as long as we are not fully asleep we are awake, 

and we know that we are. (The fact that we might dream that we are 

awake does not refute that knowledge but confirms it. How else could 

we distinguish wakefulness from dream even in sleep~) 'Ibis state and 

manner of being is a state in which we are not closed up but .2E.!:!!• 

Wakefulness is openness, • the very openness of a huge open door. It 

is !!£!. a state of activity but rather a state of preparedness, of 

alertness. .TI!!! state or manner of being is co.mm.only called in Greek 

- .. 
\IOU£ or voe l. \I • It is a manner of being which corresponds to the 

., 
manner of being of any material, any U~f}, and, like the latter, it is 

only conceivable in relation to what transforms it into a finished 

product. This transformation and information is brought about by .!h!!! 

we sense and by ~we understand. The transformation and information 
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being completed, we are~ with what we perceive, understand, know. 

It is not we, in our state of wakefulness, who grasp, actively, some-

thing that is prepared to be grasped. On the contrary, we, in our 

state of preparedness, are being grasped, moulded, f or ned by what is at 

work, by the iv~ ~a Of the " £I.Of} , sometimes, nay, mostly, through 

the intermediary of our s ensinr power. In our sensing we are not one 

with the natural thing perceived but with what works on our sensing 
., 

power, with what Aristotle calls, quite consistently, the £LOO~ 

Cit 0'0f}'tdV • The relation of the E to fl a'lcr0f]'trlto the £ t~ V01'1 'tcf is 

comparable to the relation of the sounds ~ in speech to what we 

understand in speech. The e'Co11 afo011'td constitute, one might say, the 

very l anguage of thi np,s tha t affects our wakinp souls. The process of 

understanding, the process of gaining an insirht is, in Aristotle's 

eyes, ~a process of begetting and generating. The o\fvaµL£Of any 

"natural" material, any ~X.1"} qn.>0'1.xtf , is here repla ced hy the s oul's 

capability ~f being awa~e and of reeeiV:int;. This capability include s 

both the capability of sensh"lg (a l0'9dvecr9a L ) and the c apability of 

being informed by the VOf'}'tcf • 'We are commonly not aware of this 

capability as such, since it cannot subsist all by itself, cannot sub-

sist without being worked on. The closest we can come to observing it 

is t o l ook into the eyes of very sm"lll children. 

This Aristotel ian understandinr of the process of understanding 

in our souls brinps a third decisive dcpnrture from the Socratic-

Platonic view. Since sensing- , not unlike speech, ma ke s us the material 

u -worked on by the £ 1.01"} , it is i mportant to r ev ert to the 1tpwrro~ 

1tAOU~ , the first j our ney tha t Socrat es, in the Pha~do, clai ms to 

have given up. Ther e are t wo wa~rs in which one is master ed by the 

E tbfl VOfl'td : on e is the way of the °Adyo~ , the way of speak ing and 

understanding, the way of bringing together, in our understanding , the 
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vo~~d presented to us in speech, the way of the syl-logismos; there 

is another, in which our teachers bring us face to face with the things 

to be understood. This latter way is called l'Itaywy~ • The term 

"induction" is an exact translation Of the Greek word but has come to 

mean something quite different. The efficacy of an ~'Itaywy~ rests 

on our being affected, thro~gh the observable sensible features of a 

thing, by .its e {~ob • 1 1 ttaywy" does not necessarily require many 
' 

and varied experiences or observations. Cne case might be sufficient. 

But a mere glance at the titles of all the Aristotelian (and pseudo• 

Aristotelian) writings shows how intent Aristotle must have been on 

engaging in protracted observations, on listing all kinds of observable 

phenomena and on collecting information from all possible sources. 

v 

This activity, however, is altogether auxiliary. It serves the 

great and awe-inspiring goal of giving a nearly complete account of 

the world as a whole. This may be reckoned as the fourth radical de• 

parture from the Socratic-Platonic view. For Plato, it seems, did not 

believe it possible to reach that goal, although the philosophical 

enterprise he was engaged in, in its extravagance and divine immodera-

tion, indeed demands that our efforts to reach it never cease. 

Aristotle undertook to satisfy that demand once arrl for nll. Only a 

few after him made such an attempt. 

The term "world" or x~aµob - in Greek as well as in English -

does not mean - and never meant - simply the swn total of all existing 

things. It means r ather the peculiar way in which diverse parts are 

suitably arranged to form~~£ or, as we say, a "universe". An 

account of the wholeness of all that is implies of necessity an account 

of the intrinsic order ( ~cf~ Lb ) which makes the whole a whole. An 
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account of this kind is what is called, though not by Aristotle, a 

cosmo-logy. 

It seems that Aristotle's philosophizing culminates in, and rests 

on, a cosmology. You are all acquainted with some of its features. 

Within the huge sphere of the world (ridiculously small in modern 

terms) there is a tiny sphere - the sublunar sphere - encompassing the 

Earth. Not that the Earth is located at the midpoint of the world 

sphere, as if a mathematical point could determine any location within 

the world lll'ithout regard to the body involved. It is rather the globe 

and the bulk of the Earth that det~rmine where the middle region of the 

cosmos is. Beyond the sublunar dor.iain a number of concentric, contigu

ous, rigid, . and translucent spheres r each up to the limit of the world, 

to the sphere of the so-called fixed stars. Beyond that limit there is 

nothing, nay, not even nothing, not even "void". The world is, 

strictly speaking, nowhere. 

The cosmic spheres are in perpetual regular motion, around diverse 

axes and at different rates of speed. Some of them carry the planets, 

including the Sun and the Moon. The combined motions of these spheres 

are responsible for the appearance of all the irregular motions of the 

celestial bodies which we observe from the Earth. This "saving of the 

phenomena", as the traditional phrase has it, is the task of a math& -

matical discipline "most akin to philosophy", namely the science of 

the visible , yet eternal, bodies, the science of &a-rpo}...oy(a , the 

science of the fixed and wandering stars, Aristotle follows here in 

the footsteps of Eudoxus and Calippus, trying to improve upon their 

hypotheses without preswning to have the last word as far as the number, 

the sequence , and the motions of all these spb.eres are concerned. The-ir 

combination and co-ordination, which r emains to be decided upon by 

mathemat i cal astronomers, can be r epresented - visibly and t angibly -
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by a man•made model. The Lyceum seems to have possessed one. 

Yet what, in Aristotle's cosmology, is more important than the 

proper encasement and number of the spheres is its intimate link with 

the highest discipline Aristotle propounds and to which he occasionally 

assigns the name of "First Philosophy" ( ip~'tfl cp t.>..oO'ocp {e,0 • This is 

the discipline which considers not particular and definite bodies of 

any kind that "are" or might be, but which considers Being 2E. ~ 

( " "- 'I... ~ T ., ) 
O'V Cl1t~W~ or OV fJ 0\1 • "Indeed", says Aristotle, 11~ is being 

( i;b ov )? - that is, ~ is being·ness ( o~O' Ca )? - that is the 

question of ancient times and the question now and the question always 

and always the puzzle one faces"• "And so", he continues, "it is in-

cuI!lbent upon us, too, to consider - above all and first of all and 

uniquely, as it were, - ~Being, taken in that sense, is"• 

It might not be inapproPriate to assign to this most fundamental 

discipline a name coined in the 18th century, the name of onto-logy. 

It deals with what is ultimately responsible for t11e coming into being, 

the persisting, as well as the passing away of any single t1·, ing. It 

is within its province, therefore, to deal with what is ultimately 

responsible for the being and the intrinsic order of the world as a 

whole. That is to say, this highest discipline has to account for the 

"Highest", the divine, and can, accordingly, be characterized by 

Aristotle as the l1t1.0''t't1µ11 or qn.>-..oaoqi(a eeo>-..oyut~, the knowledge 

or wisdom which consists in the comprehension of divinity. 

Thus Aristotle's cosmological and ontological (or theological) 

considerations converge at the level which marks the beginning of the 

bifurcation I mentioned earlier. It is the level of the 
,, 

£ t. bfl • 

Their manner of being, as we have seen, is characterized by ~vipyet.a , 

by "being-at-work". It is indeed l "~PY£ftl that, for Aristotle, 

answers the eternal question concerning Being !! fil!Ch. Whenever we say 
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that something is or exists we imply - without being always aware of 

this implication .. that it owes its being or existence to • 

It is temptinr to substitute for that Greek word the modern tern 

"energy". This substitution would not necessarily falsify the state

r.tent I just made but would make it somewhat misleading, For "energy" 

has either a strict meaning adequately rendered only by a variety of 

mathematical expressions • the physical dimensions of which will always 

be: (unit of mass) X (unit .of distance)2 X (unit of timer2 .. or a 

vague meaning associated with somethin.P like vigor, agcrcssiveness, 

vitality, We observe, though, that even for us to-day, both creanings 

of "energy", the strict one and the vague one, are tied to the notion 

or picture of work done or to be done, Tradition~lly the translations 

of ~v~pyel.a are mostly derivatives of the Latin verb~' to wit, 

"act", "action", "activity", "actuality", Note how curious it is that 

we say: "actually, Mr. Jones does not live in Washington" or "actually, 

the Earth is a plunet". We may substitute for the word "actually" 

phrases 1 ike "in fact", "in effect", "in truth", 11 indeed". Such phrases 

are eqdvalent to stating: considering that which truly is, this or 

that is so or is not so, It is still an Aristotelian way of speaking, 

although the ontological assertion that being-ness means 11 being•at-

work" or being "active" remains hidden behind the screen of our 

colloquial use of weighty words. 

Aristotle merges cosmo-logy into onto-logy by distinguishing two 

aspects of the phenomenon of VOE t v , more precisely, by reaching 

beyond the meaning commonly attributed to "what is called \IOU c; " 

(~ xa>-..otfµ€VO£ voub ). Noe:l'v ' as I tried to say earlier, is the 

state of wakefulness, a state of preparedness and alertness, which, in 

relation to what we perceive, understand, know, plays the role of the 
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material to be worked on. In that sense -voe: 1.\1 is "passive", is 

the state of being mastered by something ( ••• i;b voe: L v 'JtcfO'XE 1. v 

't ( ~ C1't t. \I ) , namely b~ the impact of various e: Lb fl • 
this sense is somehow the mere capability of becoming what is under-

stood (ouvcfµ.e t. m~G lO''H 't~ VOT')'t?i ~ vo'.k;) and nothing on its 

own. NouG · becomes ~ g_ tr"!!!!! when it is ~with what is 

understood, £!!..£with the VOfl'tc! , that is to say, when the E:LOT') 

have done their work. Only then can the vou G be said to 

be wakefulness "at work", to be !ve:pye: {ct 'VOUG , only then is the 

vou G "at its own end", is it lvtEAEXE~ VOUG• But Aristotle's 

thought - anticipated to a degree by Anaxagoras and by Plato - goes 

one crucial step further: the very being of this accomplished \IOUG 

is nothing but ~ vf!pye: t.a , and conversely, Being-at-work ~ \IOUG, 

impartible ( &µ.e:pfiG ) , indivisible ( &o t.a lp E'tOG), impassive 
\ 

( &n:a9f1c; ), unchangeable ( &va~Cwi;o' ), undying ( &0dva-co<;), 

eternal ( &•f b LOG). It is eternally "at work", and it itself as 

Being-at-work is its own eternal life (~w'1 ) and its own eternal 

delight ( ~~ov11). It is deity ( b 9e:dG ) • The entire heaven 

(~ o~pavc1,)and Nature (fj: q>tfCTL<;;) hang upon ( ~p'te:'ta1. ) this 

kind of "Capital beginning" ( &pxrf ) • 

Let us try to understand the full meaning of this solemn state

ment which echoes Anaxagoras' famous proposition about the vou~ 

"ordering everything and being responsible for everything" 

( b LaxoO'µ.wv 'te: xa\ mfv"twv af 't'-OG). 

We have seen that the et brrvo11"td are responsible for the being 

of everything and for all the changes that occur in the world. Now, 

the priority of Being-at-work over the manner of being manifested 

in the capability of being worked on, the priority of lvtpye: La 

over btfvaµ q;, on which Aristotle insists so much, demands that a 
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VOfj'tdv be not only something understandable ( buvcfµEL VOf)'tdv) 

but also something under st~ "in fact" ( VOf}'tOV l v£pye ~Cl- ) so 

that it may be efficacious, may indeed be an a t't fo • The VOfJ'td 

can play their generatiiig role only when they are one with the vaj°G 

"at work", one with the productive state of wakefulness, one with 

the 'YOO(; not.f}'tl.Kd~as Aristotle's ancient commentators name it 

(relying on Aristotle's own conjoining Of't~ at'tLOV and~ 'JCOLf)'t' 1.x~v). 

This identity of the »OUG and the VOT)'tdv , of the 1'ooGv and 

the voo'1µ£ vov - as well as of the accomplished state of lmowing 

(~ xa't' lv!!pye 1.av ~n:1.0't'l1µ.ri)and the known object ~o ln LO''tfJ'tdv 

or 'tO np<lyµa) -, characterizes a state of wakefulness which is 

not "empty" openness but complete "fullness". This st ate prevails 

only where all that ~ be has ~~ realized, where there is no 

place for mere "possibility", "capability", "ability", bt.fvaµLG , 

in other words, where no material to be still worked on is in any 

way involved. The divine VOUG - that is to say, the sum total of 

all £ Lbf] as comprehended by that vou G - is totally immaterial 

(aveu ~Aof)G ), or - since as ~vipye La it requires some material 

to be worked on - it can be said to be itself material for itself 

(vo1f0'£WG vd11a l.G). It is thus totally "separated" from every• 

thing else in the world and consequently outside of time, uncon

taminated ( Aµ1.yf1G ), pure . ( xaSapdG)• Strangely enough, in this 

understanding of the "separated" VOUG - with all the it 

"contains" - Aristot/lep' seems to revert to the position of his 

teacher. 

VI 

First Philosophy or ontology is not confined to the consid

eration of 'VOUG as lvipyt La• It has to take into account not 
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only the manner of being labelled bt1vaµ q; but also other manners of 

being and furthermore the different ways in which something can be 

said to be responsible for somethinE! else, 

.As far as this latter theme is concerned, Aristotle does not 

deviate from the Socratic-Platonic path, There are different meanings 

attached to the question "why?" and, correspondingly, there are 

different ways of answering that question. ~.ll is this lectern ~ 

as it is? We might answer: ~ecause of the wood, the particular 

material, out of which it is made. We might also say: because the 

particu_lar carpenter, the oaker, made it ttiis way. We might also say: 

because of the shape .2!: form the maker had in mind. We might finally 

say: because of the ~~ this thing is supposed to serve. However 

important and even indispensable the first three answers might be, it 

is not difficult to agree that the choice of the material (~ ~A.f) ) 

the shape or looks ( 'tO E!bo<;) of the thing, and the performance of 

the maker who initiated the transformation of the material into this 

lectern, - that all these depend on the purpose, the end for the sake 

of which the lectern has been made. It is that purpose which is 

decisively responsible for the lectern be~ as it is. Its purpose, 

its end ( 'tO 't'ftA.o<;), is its true "beginning" { &pxt1 ). - All those 

questions and answers are perhaps not possible with respect to every 

single thing or occurrence, but it is one of the most important tenets 

of Aristotelian - and Socratic-Platonic - philosophizing that, 

universally, the purpose - the goal - the end - the 't{A.o<; - provides 

the only satisfactory answer to the question "why". J~nd this holds 

especially for the world as a whole. 

There is a characteristic aspect of anything we call a purpose 

or a goal or an end, namely that it is an object of £.esire. The ~~A.o~ 

- in the making of a thing - in the contrivance of some device - in the 
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establishment of an institution - in the action of a man - is respon-

sible for all the changes it brings about, and yet it itself remains 

w1changeably, "immovably", what it is. It does not manifest its 

efficacy the way an instrument does. It attracts - but does not get 

involved in the concatenation of changes which it originates. Such 

is the efficacy of an e: IcoG , wherever Nature rules, - the generating 
,. 

efficacy that the e: I. COG owes to its manner of being, which is Being .. 

at-work. An E {COG is "at work" ~! something striven ~' as an object 

. f ,, l" of des1re, o ope:., LG • And that is also true for the di vine 

" as the "container" of all the e: l.bfl of the world. The whirling 

spheres of the world, including the last one, the one of the fixed 

stars, strive to become what the best of all, the vou G , beyond all 

time is: this desire of theirs holds them for ever in their never 

ending circular motions. Thus, for Aristotle, the eternity of the 

world in time is an inescapable consequence of the timeless ontological 

character of ~v~pye: 1.a , which the e:Lofl and the VOUG possess. 

As to the problem of manners of being other than that of &v~pye:t.a 

a .!if.!h departure from the Platonic view marks Aristotle's thinking. 

For Plato, it seems, being-ness is an e: ! 00£ of the highest rank, an 

e:fboG embracing the entire family of e:Lof) "within" it: it is a 

"genus". Everything that is, inasmuch as it is, falls "under" it, as 

it were. 1fuenever we face "being" we face ~ and th~~~ kind of 

Being. For Aristotle, however, it is necessary to distinguish between 

"Being" in the strict and primary s ense of t v!tpy•HCI and other manners 

or degre es of Being related to the fornier "proportionally", xa"t' 

&.va}..oylav • It is precisely the difference in the kind~ !?.f.. ~latio!!_ 

to the primary aspect of beine;, that of t •dpylt ·,a , which justifies our 

speaking of ''manners of being"• As Aristotle says~ " . ,. . Being is 
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spoken;'lb various senses, but in every case with so.me reference to 
. -- -

one capital beginning" ( ... "~ dv }..~yei;at. 7tOAX.axwb µit'v, &X.X.' 
. ~Pxt1v 

~7tClV ~ µ1.av /\..). This holds not only for the manner of being 

which characterizes bt1vaµ Lb , but also for the various attributes 

of things, such as their motion, their color and warmth, their 

number and size, their health, benificence, and well-being. The 

't'd~ t.~ , the hierarchy of the spheres with their specific ~v~pyet.al. 

is conceived as fallowing an "analogical" pattern, too. 

VII 

Where, then, is the place of ~ in this order of things? 

It is not too difficult to assess Aristotle's answer to this 

question. Man is said, on the one hand, to rank highest among the 

perfect, that is, viviparous, animals. Nature is said to have 

produced everything for his sake. J11ilong all the animals man is the 

only one with an erect nosture, "for his nature and his being are 

di vine". And yet, on the other hand, he is not the mo st important, 

not the best being in trye world, as becomes perfectly clear when we 

consider the celestial bodies which compose the cosmos. 

This somewhat ambiguous position of man is rooted in the in-

sufficiency of man's wakefulness, in the "incompleteness" and 

"passivity" of his You~• Man is open to everything about him. 

Whenever this openness is filled with the 
,, 

EI.bf) of the world he 

shares in the god-like mannerof being, in the lvtp~'l!I.of the divine 

voub • But this sharing is an intermittent one: ever so often 

man is overcome by fatigue, his wakefulness yields to sleep. He has 

to lie down. His divinity is but a passing shadow - as his very 

life is. 

Still, he has to make the best of it. Since he is not a solitary 
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being but has to live with others of his kind, he establishes familiee 

rears children, acquires arts, learns and teaches, forms tribes, founds 

states, sets up institutions, rituals, customs and laws. In doing that, 

he has to have ~pdv~aL<;, has to exercise sovnd judgment in the con

duct of his affairs. Aristotle provides the justification and the 

guiding rules for all these specific human activities in his teaching 

and writing on matters of the Household, on Ethics and Politics, on 

Rhetoric and Poetry. All these subject-matters fall within the juris

diction of the Adyo~ , which is no attribute of divinity. Only to a 

few is given the happiness of a philosophical life, the immoderate, 

though intermittent, sharing in the tuneless ~vlpyeLa of the VOU~ • 

Let me, by way of conclusion, report toe preposterous, yet deeply 

significant, story told in ancient times about Aristotle's sleeping 

habits. When he went to bed, so the story goes, he used to hold in 

his hand a sphere of bronze - I presume the sphere representing the 

whole world -, while on the floor, close to the bed, beneath his ex

tended hand, lay a pan. As soon as Aristotle would fall asleep, the 

sphere would slip off his hand, fall on that pan, and the ensuing 

noise would wake him up. This procedure was apparently repeated over 

and over again. Aristotle could have hardly survived such an ordeal 

for any length of time. But no story could more aptly relate his 

claim to immortality. 



The Body of Aristotelian Teaching 
' as it has come down to us since its 

publication by Andronicus of Rhodes 
in the 1st century B.c. 

Categories l 
On Interpretation 
Prior Analytics, 2 books The 
Posterior Analytics, 2 books 
Topics, 8 books "Organon" 
Sophistic Refutations 

.. . . . . . . . 
Physics, 8 books 
On the Heavens, 4 books 
On Coming to be and Passing away, 2 books 
On Phenomena high above, 4 books 
On the World 
On the Soul, 3 books 
On Sensation and Sensibles 
On Memory and Recollection 
On Sleep and Waking 
On Dreams 
On Prophecy in Sleep 
On Length and Shortness of Life 
On Youth and Age 
On Life and Death 
On Respiration 
On Breath 

Inquiries concerning Animals, 9 books 
Parts of Animals, 4 books 
Movement of Animals 
Gait of Animals 
Generation of Animals, 5 books 

••••••••• 

On Colors 
On the Audible 
Physiognomies 
On Plants, 2 books 

..... -· ... 
On Marvelous Things Heard 
Mechanics 
Problems, 38 books 
On Indivisible Lines 
Location and Names of Winds 

•••••••••• 

On Xenophanes, Zeno, Gorgias 
Metaphysics, 14 books 

.......... 
Nicomachean Ethics, 10 books 
Great Ethics, 2 books 
Eudemian Ethics, 7 books 
On Virtues and Vices 
Politics, 8 books 
The Crdering of Households, 2 books 
The Art of Rhetoric, 3 books 
Rhetoric to Alexander 
Peotics 
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